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For the introductory Earth science lab course.Â  Although designed to accompany Tarbuck and

Lutgens&#39; Earth Science and Foundations of Earth Science , this manual could be used for any

Earth Science lab course, in conjunction with any text. Â  This versatile and adaptable collection of

introductory-level laboratory experiences goes beyond traditional offerings to examine the basic

principles and concepts of the Earth sciences. Widely praised for its concise coverage and dynamic

illustrations by Dennis Tasa, the text contains twenty-two step-by-step exercises that reinforce major

topics in geology, oceanography, meteorology, and astronomy.
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For a textbook, this volume comes with beautiful photographs and highly detailed illustrations. The

explanations and definitions are clear and concise. The book is of such a quality that avid geologists

as well as students will find pleasure in reading it.

Great book! I had to take a science class for my major (Computer Information Systems) and I

decided to take Earth Science instead of Biology. Back to the book. This book is great because it

explains the formation, the tectonic plates, winds, the oceans, everything in plain English. I give

props to the Author of this book.

This is a required book for my college geology class, we only use this in lab. However, in



conjunction with the geology class, this book will teach you tons of great and interesting thing in

which I never knew before (grew up in a poor neighborhood with really bad schools).

This book scratches the surface of the earth sciences (geology, astronomy, meterology, and

oceanography), and provides a good introduction to pique students' interest in case they want to

delve further. It isn't much more in depth than that (no pun intended).

Arrived promptly and in great shape (new). Updated labs; could use more "hands on" and not so

much worksheets style labs, not that those aren't good, but not very exciting for students. Still, a

good companion for the text.

I needed this book for class at the college, love it, will most likely keep it to refer to over and over

again.

Better price than buying it new. Had to get it for class, so I saved a bunch of money. Since it was

used it was not pristine, but that was to be expected: all the pages were there and not ripped, and

just a little writing here and there.

Missing TONS of pages! Basically everything I needed. Ended up Gavin to rebuy this in Ebook form

just so I would have it for class in time. Complete WASTE of money and time.. And shelf space for

that fact
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